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This is from Kathy Archibald and my Dogo Argentino

Arcee. She was about 10 months old when we went 

to our first Scotch Pines class with Sarah. Arcee was 

AWFUL. It was winter, I had to lift her in/out of my 

SUV.  When I opened the door I grabbed the leash 

just in time for her to drag me along the parking lot 

on my hands and knees. I got a little bloody. I did get 

into class and I tearily told Sarah I didn't know if I 

could keep Arcee. She talked me into not giving up, 

showed me how to get Arcee to jump into SUV on 

her own and by the end of FIRST class I turned this 

large dog into one I could bond much better with by 

my becoming a much more confident leader. BTW I 

was 67 and had back surgery six weeks prior. Now 

Arcee is not perfect yet, yes she is a lot of dog for me. 

But I am 'tuning' her up in the April class and I 

wouldn't part with her for anything. She is so changed 

I may make her my service dog! Sarah is a truly gifted 

dog trainer and I feel so lucky I found her.



Thank you for giving us the tools and knowledge 

to work with our formerly aggressive bull 

mastiff, Tobias. Being that we started our first 

class just a few weeks before Toby turned 7 

years old we weren't sure it would help or be 

worth our time and money to try to change him. 

Toby was pretty well set in his ways.

I'm so happy we took a chance (or rather gave 

him the chance) and have been able to spend 

the time working with him. Thank you for 

showing us how to "teach an old dog new 

tricks" per se.

We've still got some work to do and are looking 

forward to coming to more classes but wanted 

to thank you for what you do! Keep up the good 

work!

Regards,

Ryane and Tobias   Spring 2016 Rigby



First off, Sarah is awesome! My husband and I 

enrolled our puppy Kiara simply because she 

couldn't grasp what NO meant and we were 

slowly losing our patience! I was amazed at the 

puppy that graduated 9 weeks later! Sarah not 

only trained us at class but she is available by 

phone or email all the time and has the best 

advice for simple problems. You honestly can't get 

a better deal! When you sign on, you get an 

amazing trainer and friend for life!--Chelsea 

Chavez and Kiara, Sept 2015

I just had to tell you, we took Kiara for a real walk 

yesterday off leash. We've been so bad at the 

"walking" part with the cold weather she's only 

been taken for runs and what not. but we went up 

to the canyon. There was some people up there 

and I had her heel, she came right to me and then 

noticed the people after we started walking she 

inched to take off to them I grunted and said no 

and she stayed by our side! Once we passed them 

we said ok free dog and she took off in front of us 

and ignored the people! She made our night!!  --

Graduate  Fall 2015—Chelsea and Kiara



Thanks Sarah!

Trixie is a new dog. Twenty minutes 

ago I told her to get "down", then 

"stay". Now she's sound asleep at 

my feet, while I sit at the kitchen 

table. I HIGHLY recommend both 

you as an instructor and Scotch 

Pines as an obedience school.

Steve & Trixie—2015 Winter



Thank you, Sarah, so much for coming to my home 

last Monday. It was

great to meet you and interact with you. I am 

amazed at the changes

in my two pups just since your visit! Especially with 

the biting,

that has all but gone away completely. I am looking

forward to the obedience class, I will try and 

remember what you

taught us, and be working on it in the 

meantime. Thank you again so

much!—Puppy class



Sarah,

I just wanted to thank you for offering this class. I 

have learned more than I expected--not all of it 

dog-related. You know it has been challenging for 

me to train Murphy. I've been learning right along 

with her.

When we started the class, I didn't believe 

Murphy would ever be able to go off-leash. But 

she did! And she's doing pretty well.

Thank you for taking the time to work with me 

one-on-one as well. Your support and advice has 

been invaluable--especially when I hit my low 

point. I know Murphy and I still have work to do, 

but I feel like, with the tools you've given us, we 

can do it. I will be happy to refer you as much as I 

can. You do an amazing job!

Thank you, thank you!

Cami and Murphy  Spring 2016 Rigby



Hey there Sarah!

Hope all is well with you. Bailey is 

doing great. Since his training he 

has the most amazing wait at the 

start line when it comes to his 

agility trials. Thanks!!!

Here are some cool action shots.

Darlene, Joel and Bailey :)



• I just want to say thank you! Max is rocking it this week and we are so 
pleased with his progress. You said week 6 is when we become 
believers and you didn't disappoint! We have a bunch of videos of him 
heeling while we aren't holding the leash and coming while he is 
distracted that we have shared with our family and friends. Everyone is 
impressed because they knew Max before :) several of them are 
interested in your future classes! Thanks for your dedication and 
patience with us :)

Emily and Max Week 6 Spring 2016

• We took our miniature poodle to this class and have been amazed 
with his progress! Our first class Max was terrified of all the other 
dogs and barked the whole time but by week 2 we saw a huge 
difference in his behavior and it just got better from there. At week 6 
he would stay by our side while walking and by week 7 he would stay 
while I walked 50 yards away. Sarah was always available to answer any 
questions and concerns. We are able to enjoy our walks without 
pulling or trying to run away. Our dog is so much happier and more 
confident. As long as you put in the work you will have success!

Emily and Max Spring 2016



I just wanted to share with you 

how happy I am with Kellen 

tonight! He is doing well with 

heeling, not perfect yet but 

getting so much better. Tonight he 

was sitting on his own almost 

every time we stopped. I was so 

happy! He only needed me to 

remind him 3 times and each of 

those times he sat immediately 

when asked. Yay!

Week 3 --Kathy and Kellen



Scotch Pines dog training took my relationship with my dog from him just being an extra headache to take care of to my 
buddy. It has given him the freedom to go from being tied up while I was at work all day to being able to come to work 
with me (I work outside in the agriculture industry). Koda kind of landed in my lap and I just couldn’t say no, he has 
always been sweet but when I got him he had had at least 2 owners and had spent a few months at a shelter. He was 3 
years old, dog aggressive, and had an “I only hear you when I want to” attitude. Scotch Pines gave me the tools and 
environment to break his aggression to the point that he could lay down and stay in a group surrounded by 20 other 
dogs- big ones, little ones, males, females, intact males- with no leash on any of them! He respects me now, when we are 
walking and he’s sniffing around something nasty, I can tell him to “Leave it” and he does! One of the best fringe benefits 
that I have come to appreciate is that I can brush his hair while he stands, sits or lays still! Before the class, it turned into 
play wrestling time, and I just ended up with hair all over me tired of messing with it and he was never brushed out. I 
heard about Scotch Pines through a mutual friend of Sarah’s and mine, because of my work schedule I could not attend all 
of the classes. Sarah was training her second dog, Captain and she herself was going through the class again to work 
towards opening Scotch Pines Denver. She agreed to meet with me outside of class on the weeks that I missed and work 
with Koda and I on the things covered in class that week. Sarah has a great, positive demeanor and does a great job of 
explaining what we are doing and why we are implementing each new part of the Scotch Pines Method. She knew when 
Koda and I both needed encouragement and when we needed a firmer hand. I credit her with our being confident enough 
to finish the class and our ability to keep up. There was one week when we were especially struggling and she worked with 
us until we got it down, I think we were working on the placement for Koda heeling. She was tough enough on us that we 
kept going and she celebrated with us when we got it! Whether your dog has major aggression issues or just likes to 
pretend he doesn’t hear you sometimes, I would recommend Scotch Pines Dog Training to you! It is an investment of time 
and money, but I looked at it as an investment in the next 10 years of my life with my dog. He truly is my best buddy now, 
people often comment on how sweet and calm of a dog he is and how much he just loves me. He loved me before, and I 
him, but now I know how to be the leader and he wants to please me. I will never have another dog that is out of control, 
I will go through Scotch Pines with any dog I ever own, whether it is 6 months old or 10 years old. It is worth the effort, 
you will gain a freedom and a trust with your dog that can’t be matched.

We Love Scotch Pines and Sarah! –Tessa and Koda



Omgosh- The doorbell just rang, and Nip actually stayed in a sit while I answered the door, and 

didn't try to slip out and bolt, or crotch sniff the visitors. Hallelujah!

Thanks for you wonderful teaching! Can you forward any of the group sit pictures from 

yesterday? I have been raving about it to my fam.

Week 5—Justine and Nip



"I was a "first timer" at Scotch Pines with Della, my 

French Bulldog. I have always had labs that were 

pretty trainable with minimal effort. Potty training 

Della took 3 months and most of the credit went to 

our chocolate lab, Deuce. I needed help!! I had one 

immediate goal, I wanted Della to stop jumping on 

people, including little kids. I was shocked that this 

issue was resolved after the first class! The training 

methods taught by Scotch Pines, combined with 

practicing the homework lessons will have you 

amazed at your dogs transformation. Scotch Pines 

turned Della into a well behaved dog, that loves 

everyone she meets in between her naps, while 

hanging out at our health food store. Sarah was a 

fantastic trainer, so much so that Della almost made it 

in to compete for top dog in class. Not bad for a small 

breed. This was money very well spent!! Thanks for 

everything Sarah and Scotch Pines!!"--Allison Wear



• Sarah is amazing and great to work with. I felt like she really cared about all of us in her class 

and was so willing to help us with what ever our puppies needed. She made it fun to work 

with Loki and it has helped him so much. He comes when we call him and I don't have to 

chase him down anymore! Thank you Sarah, you're the best!

Crystal and Loki   Winter 2016 Idaho Falls



I couldn't believe how big of a spoiled 

brat our "sweet boy" was, up until I got 

DRAGGED into the first class! We have a 

Weimaraner and they are known to be 

incredibly intellgent and head strong. 

Perfect mix for this class. After the first 

class he was already 50% better, I made it 

to my car without my arm being 

dislocated! Sarah is amazing. Somehow 

she manages to not only help 30 dogs, but 

their humans as well! I now have a well 

behaved listening boy thanks to her 

instructions. I highly recommend her and 

am planning on taking my new dog to 

train too.

Macail and Scout   Rigby 2016



Before we started the class with Sarah, we 

would've never thought that our not quite 1 

year old English Setter would be able to lie 

next to a lot of other dogs without creating 

chaos after only 9 classes. Sarah's training 

methods, along with doing the homework 

assignments each week, made that and a lot 

more possible. We are now able to take 

Goose for walks without being pulled down 

the street or wherever he wanted to go. The 

progress made has been remarkable and we 

intend to keep working with him and bringing 

him to "refresher" classes to keep continually 

improving. Thanks Sarah!

Shannon, Richard and Snow Goose Croft



• This class worked wonders for my pups. I will 

admit there is a bit of work but the work pays off 

big time!!! She was amazing about taking time to 

answer any questions and was supportive to help 

make even the silliest puppies behave and learn. I 

was amazed at the progress of the entire class! 

Thank you! Thank you Sarah! I can now take my 

pups for the hikes and activities I always wanted to 

and not worry about them taking off!--Ashley 

Necaise, Hank and Ranger Sept 2015



My husband and I learned about Scotch Pines Dog Training through an ad on Craigslist then 

researched through their website. Our lab, Niko, was always a good dog, but since taking the class 

he’s been absolutely wonderful. He listens, comes when called, and knows when to “leave it”. 

Sarah was such a wonderful trainer and so patient with each of the dogs in our class. We love 

that we can drop-in to a class at no charge as he is a graduate of the program! We are so glad we 

took this class and are so excited that we have such a wonderful dog. Thanks, Sarah!

Doug & Rebekah and Niko—Top Dog  Winter 2016  Idaho Falls



• "Scotch Pines Dog Training is well known and 

highly recommended by this department."

Rick Skelly, Fruitland Chief of Police

• "I have come to rely heavily on Scotch Pines 

for both behavioral counseling and 

obedience training. I recommend them to my 

clients because I see excellent results."

Dr. Wethered, Ewing Animal Hosptial

• I highly recommend Scotch Pines Dog 

Training. I have observed other training 

methods and have not seen the good results 

from these as from Scotch Pines."

Dr. Wilkins, Gem Veterinary Clinic



•

"Your program is a step above, and 

it would be a bargain at twice the 

price. I will continue to recommend 

your services to anyone who asks.

Dr. Bauscher, Canyon Small Animal

• The training methods of [Scotch 

Pines] are serious, but not harsh or 

inhumane. Many dogs lives have 

been saved because of the training 

methods Scotch Pines 

recommends.

Jan Zimmerman, Director Canyon 

Co. Animal Shelter



•

"Scotch Pines courses are informative 

and fun. Best of all, they produce 

tremendous results."

Dr. Norman, Ontario Animal Hospital

• "I feel it would be difficult to find any 

way your school could do a better job 

than you are already doing.I would not 

hesitate to recommmend your school 

to anyone."

Dr. Carlson, Northwest Animal Hospital

• " I have seen graduates from other 

obedience classes and there is no 

comparison. Scotch Pines is the only 

school I will recommend to our clients."

Julia Bowen, Kindness Small Animal Center



• "As a veterinarian I highly recommend Scotch Pines Dog Training. A bond of loyalty is created 

by the humane training methods."

Dr. Swane, Pet Haven Veterinary Clinic.

• I have a 5 month old puppy and have been doing training through BHS. I met a dog who had 

only been to one of your classes and was impressed! I would love to discuss some training 

options with you. Thanks!



Cali is a 1 year old lab mix. She is very energetic and loved to 

greet people by jumping on them and basically not leaving them 

alone. She wouldn't listen to commands unless she wanted to, 

which wasn't often. Not many people enjoyed being around her 

because she was so crazy. I also have family members that could 

be seriously injured if she jumped on them and knocked them 

over. My husband and I felt like something needed to be done or 

we would have to find Cali a new home. We were in over our 

heads. We were hesitant to spend the money on dog training 

because we weren't sure if it was going to work, but we decided to 

take the plunge. I am so glad we did. Cali is a completely different 

dog. I can take her on walks without her pulling or whining and 

barking at other dogs. She greets people who come to our door 

politely. I am happy to take her places, it no longer stresses me 

out. We took her this 4th of July weekend to my in-laws 

home. Everyone was impressed at her behavior. I had many 

compliments from both family and strangers. We took her to the 

park for some of the celebrations and Cali stayed right by my side, 

even when other dogs came over to greet her. I was comfortable 

dropping her leash if I needed two hands to help my kids. I guess 

long story short is that we saw amazing results using Scotch Pines 

Dog Training. It was completely worth it.

• Karen and Cali--Spring 2016 Rigby



Anytime a door opened, our dog Jaxx, would be halfway across town before I could say his name. 

Yesterday a contractor left a door open he ran out to our front yard and stayed there; I called 

him and he came right back in!!!! Miracle worker!!!



WE LIKE TO HAVE FUN TOO!
CLASS ON HALLOWEEN? WE DRESS UP!



• This is not dog training, it's people training! Dog training leaves you with clickers or treats or 

even threats of a leash if a dog doesn't obey... this is not that! This is fool-proof, clean-tank 

obedience learning and relationship building where you take in your uncontrollable doggy and 

you do the training bond for the full course, and you graduate with that famed "Man's best 

Friend" or "Family Dog" that you see in the movies where the dogs really do listen and do as 

told. But there is no cheating here, if you don't bond with your dog, it will show. You will love it 

and more importantly, your dog will love earning the right to travel and go out and play with 

you when he is trusted! Ask about the history! Even the good dogs you already have benefit 

from this 10x fold.

Angela and Jaxx



WHAT WE OFFER
Our obedience classes are held as a group to help your dog deal with the distraction of other dogs, to help the dogs learn 
how to behave in a group environment and so that as owners you can help support and encourage each other.

Commands your dog will learn both on and off leash:

• Heel- to walk calmly at your left side, pacing himself to your speed, enjoying the scenery, but paying attention to you 

• Automatic sit- to sit automatically at heel when you stop walking.

• Sit- to sit instantly on one command.

• Down- to lie down instantly on one command.

• Stay-to stay in a sitting, lying or standing position.

• Come- to come instantly on one command.

• Finish- to circle around into the heel position.

• Stand for exam- to stand motionless while being examined (your vet will love you!)

To gain reliability, your dog will face the following distractions in class:

• Other dogs and their handlers

• Plates of raw hamburger

• Billy goats

• Rabbits

• Bouncing balls

• Female dogs in heat

• Cans of cat food



WHAT WE OFFER

Puppy Manners Class

So you have just purchased your new puppy, what an exciting adventure!!! You are 
probably enjoying your cuddly, cute little buddy and you should be! As you are enjoying 
your puppy you may have some questions about helping your puppy develop into a 
healthy, happy dog. What is the best way to potty train your puppy? What should I do 
when my puppy poops/pees in the house? What should I do with my puppy when I have 
to go to work? These are pretty common questions for new puppy owners and Scotch 
Pines offers some great advice and techniques to help your puppy develop into a healthy 
happy dog. Puppy class held for puppies 6 months and younger. We travel to Pocatello 
up to the Rexburg area. This class is a 2 hour class, giving you the tools to raise a happy 
puppy!

We will cover:

• Jumping up, Socilaztion, Spaying and Neutering benefits, Housebreaking, Whining and 
Barking, Chewing, Biting, Leadership, Correction, Handling, Exercise, Bonding, Toys, 
Training, and Manners                                            



WHAT WE OFFER
Aggression Management Classes

CURING AGGRESSION

Canine aggression is a serious matter, causing great harm and even death to humans, other animals and 
ultimately to the aggressive dog himself, as biters are usually euthanized.

Puppies can be taught not to become aggressive very easily. However, once a dog has matured, he cannot 
be rehabilitated without firm measures. Methods that claim to be modern and gentle (shaking a can of 
pennies, rolling him on his back, or redirecting his attention) simply do not work.

At Scotch Pines we use a firm, yet humane and safe, correction that has cured many, many pets of 
aggression within a few days, sometimes even sooner. In a controlled environment, we set the dog up by 
introducing the stimulus that usually prompts his aggressive behavior, (other dogs, strangers, cats, 
children, food, or his owner giving him a command). We correct immediately in a way that communicates 
to the dog exactly what behavior is “wrong.” We introduce the stimulus again, and if he shows continued 
aggression we correct again. If instead he assumes a peaceful body posture, we pet and praise him mightily. 
This process is repeated in different settings, with his owner correcting and praising the dog until non-
aggression becomes the new way of life. . .new habits and positive responses.



ABOUT SCOTCH PINES

• Our business was started in 1993 by Will and Vivian Stoppel. It is now owned by their 

daughter April Stoppel as a full-time career and is the largest dog training school in Idaho, and 

one of the largest in the nation. We enjoy tremendous support from veterinarians, law 

enforcement officials, and humane societies of the Treasure Valley.

Because our classes number 200 dogs per week and we board up to 30 dogs per day in our 

boarding facility, we've been privileged to work over the years with thousands of dogs of all 

breeds-- huge dogs, aggressive dogs, sensitive dogs, rambunctious dogs, timid dogs, petrified 

dogs, abused dogs, young dogs and old dogs.

We love them all and we welcome the chance to work with you and your special dog soon!



ABOUT YOUR TRAINER

• My name is Sarah Crozier and I have always been a dog lover, but after finding myself with a 

puppy that was a little more than I could handle, I needed some serious help. I took our puppy, 

Billie, through Scotch Pines Dog Training when she was 6 months old and not only did it 

change my dog, it changed the relationship I had with her. She became a dog that was enjoyable 

to be around and she receives compliments wherever we go. I have trained many dogs through 

different programs , but I have never seen results like what I have gotten with the Scotch Pines 

Dog Training method. After taking Billie through the class, I knew I wanted to share this 

method with other people. I saw a transformation that was so amazing and drastic that I 

wanted to share this method with anyone that is struggling or just wants a better relationship 

with their dog. I am excited to introduce Scotch Pines Dog Training to Eastern Idaho and share 

it with all of you!


